
NEPA is not a meaningful
cause of delay. 

NEPA is not a significant
cause of litigation. 

Before NEPA, the U.S. government could make decisions
without having to consider their effects on the environment,
often leading to decisions that polluted a community’s air or
water. Today, we see the harmful environmental justice issues
caused by those decisions, especially in low-income
communities, communities of color, and Indigenous
communities, which bear a disproportionate burden of
industry’s pollution. 

Under NEPA, the U.S. government prepares an Environmental
Assessment (EA) or Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for
federal actions or decisions that may significantly impact the
environment and communities. This process discloses impacts
and gives affected communities the opportunity to weigh in on
the proposed action or suggest preferred alternatives. 

NEPA's public input process strengthens government and
industry transparency and accountability. 
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The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) is one our most fundamental environmental and
public health and safety protections. Passed with bipartisan support and signed into law by
President Nixon in 1970, NEPA requires the U.S. government to study and analyze the potential
impacts of major federal decisions and actions on our environment and public health.  

why is nepa so important to communities? Know the NEPA FACTS

Set limits on NEPA’s public input and environmental review standards.
Exempt NEPA review entirely, making it easier for industry to advance harmful
polluting projects without appropriate disclosure, mitigation, or consideration of
alternatives. 

Yes. Republicans and polluting industries have repeatedly and relentlessly attacked
NEPA, deceivingly referring to these efforts as “permitting reform” or “streamlining.” 

In general, Republicans' and polluting industries' attacks on NEPA seek to:

Increasing the funding and staff for federal agencies’ permitting offices can
make permitting processes significantly more effective and efficient in a
responsible way. In 2022, Democrats championed a historic investment of more
than $1 billion for federal permitting offices through the Inflation Reduction Act. 

is nepa at risk? 

According to the Congressional
Research Service, 95% of public
infrastructure projects are
excluded from detailed NEPA
review. Delays are more often
caused by lack of funding or state
and local laws, not NEPA.

democrats 
at work! 

According to a 2020 study, only
one out of every 450 NEPA
reviews are ever challenged in
court.
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